
Inside the suitcase

One beautiful sunny spring weekend, Mum announced, “Time for a spring clean! Let's tackle the
shed today”, she announced to Dad. As we approached the shed, I opened the door and saw
cobwebs and dust coating things packed in storage. As we started to clear stuff, I came across
an old leather suitcase. Mum said, “That was your grandfather's antique leather suitcase”. I
decided it would be the perfect suitcase to take on an adventure! It had plenty of space and
treasures inside.

I took the suitcase inside, ready to explore. Click click, and the case opens. I lifted the lid and
was shocked at what was inside. I saw a set of shiny shades, a magic map and some moldy
mayo! What could these be for? Why would he have kept these items? I closed my eyes for bed
that night, my imagination running wild. What sort of adventure could I go on with these items?

I woke up with my heart pounding. I wasn't in my bed. I was stumbling through a forest and I
was lost but I remembered I have a magic map so I stopped and, click click I opened the
suitcase and got the map from my suitcase and it was leading me somewhere. When I got there
I stopped again but this time was to put it back in. I kept walking until I stumbled upon
something unbelievable.

Then in a flash there was a bright light in my way but then I remembered there were shiny
shades in my suitcase I stopped and click click I opened the suitcase and got my shiny shades I
put them on so I could have a better look and it was so bright I was scared but I knew I had to
take a risk. Little did I know what was going to happen, so I walked through the light.BOOM!

I was falling from the sky and as I stepped through I heard something drop to the floor oh no my
shades! I screamed in my head. Then I landed in a loud THUD on my face but it didn’t hurt so I
didn’t think much about it so I looked around and I realized that I was in a city that looked
familiar so I went on then i walked around and I found a hobo flipping out I asked what's wrong
Then he screamed ‘’I went to subway and I asked if I could have a wrap and if I could have
extra mayo and when I got it , there was no mayo. Do you have any mayo? I was about to
answer no, but then I remembered I have some mayo so I happily said ‘’ yes but it's moldy’’.” Ok
I just need mayo now!’’ he screamed. Click click I opened my suitcase and got it out and gave it
to him. He opened it and gave it a whiff then he put some in his wrap and then he shoved it in
my face and asked if it was good, before he tried it then I said it was good but it wasn’t so when
he left I spat it out and I walked around asking if anyone could give me a napkin but no one
had one so I was walking around with moldy mayo on my face until. I found a house that looked
exactly like mine.

I stopped stopped in my tracks and remembered that I still had my magic map so I took out that
magic map and saw that it was my house so I went up to the door and it was unlocked I went in
and no one was there and it was dark outside so I decided to just go to sleep but I didn’t wipe off
the moldy mayo but before I could get up ‘’hello hello wake up come on you're going to be late
for school’’ I woke up in a fright and jumped out of bed and looked in the mirror in horror that
there was moldy mayo on my face.
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